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Fll to las angeles

How to find the cheapest flight from Fort Lauderdale (FLL) to Los Angeles (LAX) Price $125-$362 Temperature 68 - 89.6°F Precipitation 0 - 4.8 inches Popular in December High demand for flights, 35% potential price increase Cheapest in August Best time to find cheap flights, 46% potential price drop
Round trip from $125 From Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles One-way from $52 One-way flight from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles Flight flight prices based on searches on Cheapflights within the last 3 days , monthly prices based on aggregated historical data. Saturday flights are found to be more
expensive to fly from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles. This should not deter you from searching, as you can still find a good deal by being flexible with your options. Use our search form to find offers for tickets to Los Angeles. Users have found that booking a flight from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles at
least 17 days early can save you up to 20% on average compared to booking a flight this week. If booking 17 days before your flight isn't an option for you, users have found flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for as little as $75 when you book for a departure date within the next two weeks. You
can also check prices now. Some users have found flights as low as $95 for flights departing within the next 3 days. The best prices can be found in the month of April. Prices to Los Angeles from Fort Lauderdale average $86. You can even find prices in April for less than $86, as users have found deals
for Los Angeles from as low as $43. The month of December appears to be one of the more expensive times to travel to Los Angeles from Fort Lauderdale. Flying in the targeted month can save you up to 23%. One of the essential ways to save on airfare from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles is to stay as
flexible as possible. Flights that are in the morning tend to be the most expensive. A flight at noon can potentially save you up to 42% on airfare. The best prices found for FLL to LAX flights for December, January Cheap flights to Los Angeles from Fort Lauderdale found for this year Save time with Fort
Lauderdale to Los Angeles direct flight offer Multiple Airlines Non-Stop Late offers on round-trip flights to Los Angeles from Fort Lauderdale, departing today and this week One-way flights to Los Angeles from Fort Lauderdale The cheapest one-way flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles 5:15 - 8:10
am JetBlue 2:40 - 6:56 pm Multiple Airlines 5:52 pm - 14:38 Spirit Airlines Related information for your trip Useful information, stats and facts about Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles flights. At this point, Cheapflights has noticed price drops for many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel is not necessarily
recommended at this time and flights be prone to cancellation: please contact the local authorities in both Fort Lauderdale and Los Angeles for travel travel and be sure to review the airline's cancellation policy and travel instructions before booking. For more information, please see our post on what you
need to know about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and travel. What safety measures are being taken by airlines flying from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles to control the spread of COVID-19? Airlines globally have implemented additional security measures to accommodate you. Alaska Airlines and Delta are
some airlines that have done that. Air carriers regularly disinfect and disinfect their flights. Masks are provided and are mandatory while on board. Pre-flight testing for symptoms and antibodies, along with socially distancing seating (for a limited time) will work toward keeping travelers safer while flying from
Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles. Policies vary from airline to airline. Which airlines flying from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles have flexible cancellations due to COVID-19? Some of our airline partners flying from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles have new flexible policies in place because of COVID-19.
Spirit Airlines, JetBlue and Alaska Airlines are some of the airlines where you can find flexible cancellation policies. You can use our website to filter for airlines like Spirit Airlines with this kind of flexibility. Can I find flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for under $100 on Cheapflights? Yes, there are
several flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for under $100. The cheapest flight booked recently is on Spirit Airlines for just $43, but on average you can expect to pay $71. Are there nonstop flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for under $100 at Cheapflights? Cheapflights has at least 20
direct flights from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles under $100. A good price for a nonstop flight from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles is less than $80. Are there last-minute flights available from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for under $100? There are currently 20+ open flights from Fort Lauderdale to
Los Angeles within the next 7 days for less than $100. What days are nonstop flights available from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles? You can find nonstop flights on the following days: Monday. How popular is this flight path? Within the past month, 670 users have taken a look at flights from Fort
Lauderdale to Los Angeles. How many flights depart from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles on average per day? On average, one flight departs from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles per day. Morning (6am - Noon) - 100% of flights Is it rain more in Fort Lauderdale or Los Angeles? Expected rainfall in Fort
Lauderdale is the same as in Los Angeles. You can expect this to be the case over the next 12 Is Fort Lauderdale weather warmer or cooler than Los Angeles? Temperatures around 91°F's can be experienced in July. The weather in Los Angeles is colder than in Fort Lauderdale. Plan for potential changes



in i availability as rush hour approaches this location. How long is the flight from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles? Spirit Airlines and JetBlue can get you from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles at just under 5h 36m. Your travel time will generally be consistent. The airlines will cover a distance of 2351 km. All
flights are typically nonstop. What are the cheapest airlines flying from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles round trip? Our cheapest airline available from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles is Spirit Airlines. Our latest data shows that you can find tickets from as low as $43 on this airline. An additional option
worth looking into is JetBlue, which starts at $65. You may be able to fly from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles for 81% less than the average price by searching for these airlines. What are the cheapest airlines to fly from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles one-way? To fly one-way, consider booking your trip
with Spirit Airlines, which is currently one of the cheapest options, starting from $23. Spirit Airlines is not the only option. Currently, JetBlue is another option, for $52. Destination information for Los Angeles Things to know before you go. Useful information for your trip from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles
Frontier $99 $181 No cancellation fee 62% United Airlines $107 $235 No cancellation fee 69% Search United Airlines flights Spirit Airlines $123 $265 No cancellation fee 65% Search Spirit Airlines flights American Airlines $107 $297 No cancellation fee 71% Search American Airlines flights Delta $132
$301 No certificate fee N/A Alaska Airlines $152$ 333 No cancellation fee 75% Search Alaska Airlines flights JetBlue $193 $386 No cancellation fee 62% Morning 6 AM to noon 61% of FLL to LAX departures Evening 6 PM to midnight 29% of FLL to LAX departures Early morning Midnight to 6pm 10% of
FLL to LAX departures Afternoon Noon to 6 pm 0% of FLL to LAX departures Weekly flight availability from Fort Lauderdale to Los Angeles 11 daily flights Pros : The crew was friendly, good entertainment Cons: The temperature inside the plane was icy, ran out of snacks &amp; small bottled water for
premium economy Pros: The crew was very nice and professional. Cons: Turbulence. Assigned a seat that didn't lean back Pros: The crew was nice and we enjoyed inflight entertainment Cons: The flight was an hour late and we almost missed our connecting flight they actually had to keep the plane for
us Pros: Landing on PDX was the best I've ever experienced, bar none! Cons: The cabin crew from Florida to LA were not oriented to Alaska Airlines Sips and seemed discombobulated with their service... no one seemed to know who was responsible for specific service options. A companion was wearing
a short skirt. One in emergency, she would have been useless Pros: Premium economy seats were great. Cons: Bring your own earplugs or headphones. Pros: Friendly crew. Beloved Beloved on the seat and in aircraft entertainment. Pros: Nothing Cons: Cramped planes. Unfriendly staff. Broken seats.
Not even a bag of peanuts. Dirty. Won't fly Alaska again. First time and made terrible impression. Pros: Cheap direct flight. Comfortable seats with headrests and personalised TVs with great free movie choices. Cons: Don't forget to bring a headphone adapter to the old school connector. (They were
supposed to have earplugs on the plane, but they were sold out) Pros: Movies were free Cons: We were delayed for over three hours, so the food was delayed after we didn't eat for hours. The seats are the smallest seats I've ever sat in on a plane. Can hardly fit a small carry the size bag under the seat in
front of me. Ran out of food less than halfway through the flight. Offered zero compensation. Pros: Comfortable seats &amp; food were okay Cons: Problems with payment as they said due to booking through kayak, and it delayed my check-in and again when you board... and then had to pay again to
board the plane. The flights were then delayed another 1.5 hours due to emergency pieces missing. They also lost my bag... And I travel across the country with an infant. Pros: Leg room Cons: Lousy wifi Pros: Comfy seats, attentive crew, good food. Cons: Lost Luggage Pros: Row 30 in a 737-900 had
more legroom than other airlines' :p remium economy! I love Alaska Airlines! Cons: I tried to print my boarding pass at home the day before the flight, with an error message seeing an Alaskan Clerk. I also tried to get my boarding pass by phone with the same error message. I also tried to go through
Cathay's website, without success. Cathay's customer service is closed on Sunday, and Alaskan customer service said they can't help me. I arrived 2 hours before my flight from SLC to LAX via Alaskan Airlines and they were unable to print my boarding pass in time to make my flight. I waited 2 hours in
line with other people also leaving at 6am, almost all of us are missing our flight. I am very disappointed and would like a refund for this trip. I ended up buying another one-way ticket to HKG, and will take the return flight home from Cathay. Pros: Fast, efficient boarding and managed carry-on space well
when the selfish guy tried to put 8 bags up for his 4 family members. Cons: Food was expensive and just OK. Pros: I liked that a pillow and blanket were provided, but the temperature of the plane was way too hot to use them Cons: The temperature of the plane was way too hot Pros: Everyone was so nice
&amp; accommodating. I would definitely order them again. Cons: Nothing. Pros: using passports like my ID :) Pros: Good airline Benefits: We flew internationally and bags were checked through for our final and AA did not charge us for our checked bags because it was booked as part of a one Ticket.
(which I didn't learn before flight, so it was a pleasant surprise, most airlines want to charge you for the domestic part of your flight)! They allowed us to board early and were very accommodating for our family of 7. I finally found out in the air entertainment on our devise, which doesn't seem to work on our
previous flight. Snacks were minimal. Pros: I liked that we landed safe Cons: They messed up the names of our itinerary &amp; were rude Pros: The Speed Cons: Turbulence Pros: Staff, anenities, Service, Smooth Flight and Landing Pros: All Things Pros: I Always Have a Great Trip With Alaska. Thank
you for your service. Pros: I didn't expect us to get some snacks (pretzel) during the flight! And the seat was comfortable. Pros: I ended up not taking this flight home, so no rating Pros: The crew was professional Cons: The vessel was average. Nothing special. Uncomfortable Benefits: Alaska air cost me
$250 because I had to buy another ticket because of their nearly-2-hour delayed flight. The weather is fine, so it's cleary a logistical problem. Cons: Delays Pros: Nothing . Cons: The fact that I was promised a flight @ 8:55 am and did not leave @ then, but the original flight @ 7:55 am and was not informed
about it . Or something until after it left. And my bags went with the flight to Guadalajara and was a big mess. Half of my stuff was missing from both bags !!!! Pros: comfortable flight. I was tired, then skipped the meal and slept. Cons: nothing Pros: I liked the overall experience of flying with Alaska Airlines,
flight attendants and crew were very friendly. Cons: Food and entertainment were not very good. Pros: Everything Cons: Nothing Pros: Cabin was kept dark for a nice relaxing flight back. Cons: Seat was a bit cramped. Pros: The alska airlines flight was short as it was at LAX. Even still it was a nice flight.
Pros: Service in all respect Benefits: When we arrived at the airport there was a long line that didn't move. We were afraid we would miss the flight. We spoke to an Alaska airline representative and they moved us and everyone on our flight to the front of the line to make sure we didn't miss our flight. Cons:
That there was a long line to check into Pros: Military, Alaska airlines were awesome allowing active duty members to bring up to 6 bags up to 70 lbs each witch helped us a lot since we when transferring to another state. Boarding was quick and the crew was very nice and helpful. Cons: The food was
delicious, but I couldn't give a five stars just because I had to pay for it. 6 hour flight it was necessary to eat something, it was just $6 and drinks were free. I give a 4 start for that reason. Entertainment was good if you bring your own tablet or laptop. Some shows are free and some you have to pay for.
They also had tablets to rent for $10. Confort, that was a pretty big big I had the mishap to get the seat in front of the emergency exit so I couldn't sit back, but it wasn't too bad. Pros: I really liked their attention to detail, the comfortable legroom, and polite flight attendants Cons: I just wish they had more
food options, besides snacks and juices and drinks Pros: Great compared to other domestic business Disadvantages: Snacks are limited, seating cramped Pros: The plane was new with many amenities. Cons: We were 2 hours late leaving Seattle, so got into LA very late. Pros: Dog w no enclosure
allowed on the plane and AC blows like no tomorrow. Mind you it's late January and the flight is from Washington DC to Los Angeles. Pros: Ok time Benefits: Boarding was effective. The crew were friendly and helpful. Comfort was coach level, so to expect. There was no entertainment. Cons: Small bags
of chex mix are really unacceptable. There should be at least sandwiches offered for free on 2.5+ hour flights, but I think that's a sign of times. The Internet must also be free. Cons: I chose a window seat and turns out that it was not and if anything it was even smaller and I needed to move description
should be updated Cons: 2 different mechanical elays before we ever took off. The plane was old and smelled. Pros: So cold. Everyone in the back was icy. Pros: The crew was very nice and accommodating. The seats were comfortable. Boarding was pretty quick and on time. I also liked that we got to
choose our seats. My husband needs an end because of his broad shoulders. Cons: I didn't like that we had to pay $25 for each luggage we had to check in. I guess it depends on what type of member your is with Alaskan Airlines Pros: The amability of the crew. The TV system. Snacks Cons: Boarding. I
have some trouble finding room to put my carry on, cause many personal ítems were in that places Benefits: Just overall solid experience, especially considering how terrible other airlines have become Pros: Super fast checking and boarding process Cons: Flight was delayed over an hour into takeoff.
After landing in Atlanta an employee got her 'ID stuck' in the jet bridge and so far we have been on the plane for over an hour since landing. Worst experience ever. Won't fly with jet blue again Pros: Entertaiment was good, seat was ok Cons: Internet could be faster. Pros: love jet blue Cons: The Gate
&amp; the boarding process, The landing was with enormous ears pressure Benefits: It was my birthday and they went above and beyond to make me feel special wishing me happy birthday shortly after teaching my place and by giving me a birthday card signed by the crew and treats. Cons: Flight.
Teams have left time, but there was a problem with a passenger Cons: Entertainment System did not work properly. Movies were down as were many of the channels. Although a disappointment, disappointment, is still amazing! Pros: Ben room and comfort were excellent. Free Fly-Fi enabled me to be
productive. It was great to use my Amazon Prime membership to watch videos on my own device. Cons: Movies were not available on my screen. Pros: Comfortable flight. Great staff!! Pros: We arrived early Cons: The entertainment system was missing in my place. It was also down for the whole plane.
The crew missed my row for drinks. Pros: Good service and facilities!!! Cons: Very turbulent flight and crowded Pros: Everything Cons: Gary was his name. I went up to go to the toilet, I had heard the message before that and no one had mentioned anything about seatbelts or staying in my seat. I made
sure before I got up. When I got up, he approached me and said you should stay in your seat, started shaking your head, they mentioned it like 5 times, he said. I really don't appreciate the attitude. It's not what you say it's how you say it. Work on your position Gary from JetBlue Pros: Service Cons:
Delayed 2 hours Pros: Nice leg room, snacks, drinks. Cons: It was freezing! Seat cusion was not very comfortable. Pros: Perfect landing and great flight! Cons: No blankets, no earphones, rude crew. Jet Blue used to be top notch, especially. Now it's just another packed crew with union staff doing minimal
and I mean minimal effort to make passengers happy. Pros: Fly on time and arrive on time. Good leg room in coach. Cons: The flight entertainment system was limited after leaving American TELEVISION signals. Movies were miserable. Pros: Quick easy on and hassle free Cons: Internet needs more
attention Pros: Everything except the video service was great. Cons: The video in front of me not only didn't work, but kept randomly flashing the entire flight, so it was annoying even with eyes closed. Everything else was great.. Cons: When I went to check-in for my flight all sets had been picked only the
upgraded sets were available at an additional cost. So by saying that I went to the airport with a set number thinking my family and I would get bumped, although the email said they never over book their flight, it was my first time flying jet blue I wouldn't trust an email so the hole time I was worried about
that when I should have enjoyed my last day on vacation. Pros: There was enough leg room for a big guy like me, so it was nice. Cons: The pilot was late arriving so we had to wait for him to show up then because we were late our flight was delayed again due to a thunderstorm near the airport. Other
planes that were scheduled to leave after us came to leave earlier than us, so I don't know what happened there. After I was on the plane my headphone jack wouldn't work. I know it's not my headphones because I had just used it before boarding to both my Nintendo and computer. The tv buttons are also
armrest, and if you try to get comfortable, you change the channel. When the flight attendant came around she just stuffed a lot of stuff in front of us and when it was dark I had no idea what I was looking at, ended up getting a very crappy bag of chips. Overall was a terrible experience flying JetBlue. Pros:
I was about to miss the last bus home due to the weather delay. The crew made a message asking the passengers to let me off first. Everyone did. They were amazing in every way. Cons: 1. when there are delays ... and the gates become super congested, you should someone lead people. 2. Most
people at the gate, on board, making announcements - put their energy in speed and musicality in their voice. It should be about clarity. I know, they say the same thing 10 times an hour... but I want to get what they say ... especially when it comes to safety. Pros: Flight attendants were pretty Cons: Was 6
hours late. Pretty ridiculous. Pros: The crew was amazing! Cons: the screen above the seat was broken and could not turn it off. Was very light throughout the flight. Pros: The crew was very friendly, but the pilot did not inform the cabin of what was going on often enough. Cons: There was over a four hour
delay to board and 2 hours more on the jetway before we left. I ended up having to redirect through Long Beach and pay $75 more to get home. Pros: Clean aircraft, immaculate uniforms and very cordial and respectful and responsive crew! Cons: N/a Pros: Lost both luggages now I have nothing and still
don't know when I have my luggage. Pros: the flight attendant was extra friendly with my toddler loved the spare leg room compared to other airlines Cons: my toddler found a used vomit bag that a former passenger left in his pocket behind the seats. He put his hand in and made a mess, got it on the floor
and his fave blanket etc, and when I nicely told the flight attendant about the mess on the floor and the cause, we were not offered anything for cleaning up Pros: Nothing Pros: The airline flight attendants were patient and very attentive when I developed a headache. After a few non-Aspirin, I was enjoying
my great selection of movie choices Cons: Honestly, I can't express any concerns or problems I had with the flight and crew. Thank you Jesus, God carried us through Benefits: My wife was unable to use her ticket, so I had a seat between me and the next passenger. very comfortable. Plus your flight had
more legroom and free TV. Pros: Lots of leg space. Entertainment on TV was available. Cons: Why does it take so long to finish? I guess it's always like that. Pros: Snacks, TV, wifi, leg room - what's not to like? Cons: A bit of an older plan, but still pretty good considering! Pros: Friendly crew and very
Flight. Will switch to Jet Blue!! Pros: Friendly, Friendly, service from online check-in (easy), check-in, to flight. Very pleasant. I flew Miami Doha non stop Benefits: The ladies at the gate were able to give us the best updates and tried their best to keep everyone calm and answer as many questions as
possible and were constantly checking for updates. They also gave water and chips to us where no one else tried to do anything at all. Cons: The flight was delayed several hours due to mechanical problems in the cockpit. Why they would think we want to fly on that plane after the pilot refused the fix and
left because he and his crew timed out because we waited so long. Flights were scheduled to depart at 8:26am, we didn't depart until well after 1am. I got home at 10:00. The ladies at the gate were awesome, but the supervisor, Armondo Gonzalez Figueroa, only came to repeat what had already been said
by the gate agents, did not have any answers, did not offer any solutions, barely answered any questions, and stopped gate agents from removing blankets of the plane to give to the many passengers who were waiting there freezing. The compensation offered was a joke. HORRIBLE EXPERIENCE!!!!!
Pros: Flight attendant Cons: Nothing Pros: Everything Pros: The free wifi, snacks and service were awesome. Cons: I didn't like the food selection on the menu. Pros: Seats were comfortable! Cons: I liked everything! Pros: The entertainment on board Cons: The flight was delayed 45 min, The weather was
fine:( Pros: Puntuality and Price/Value Cons: No Snacks, Poor Entertainment Pros: Entertainment and Free Wi Fi. 1st bag free Cons: Delay of flight, I was told by Jet Blue that booking via Kayak was the reason my wife and 15 year old son were put in 3 separate middle seats Cons: The flight started
boarding late and we took late. We arrived at our destination 30 minutes late Benefits: The crew was very professional and friendly. Cons: Flight was delayed 2.5 hours due to maintenance problems. Pros: Yes Pros: Everything was great. Pros: Seat width Cons: More leg space, Southwest actually has
better leg space Cons: Was next to crying child. I understand crying children. But I should have been carrying a free glass of rose. Pros: Boarding priority for Infants Cons: Food was pretty poor quality wise and some of the crew members were really short tempered drill agents who were in a very bad
mood Pros: Nice Crew. Very accommodating. Cons: The entrance to the headphones did not work properly on my seat location on the flight. Seat #10c on an A321 Airbus from Miami to L.A. Pros: The seat was super comfortable, due to o plenty of place for leg Cons: The crew sometimes don't seem to be
happy with the passengers Pros: AA desk counter was v helpful Cons: they're perfect in what they do Arrived early with good service which is most important when flying. Flying. Entertainment was not on par with competitors like Delta, especially on a long flight. Movies depended on downloading the gogo
app before you boarded, which most people didn't realize until we were in the air. Cons: Chicago to Venice flight was great. We were in premium economy, although the seats were bigger it was hard to sleep in them, we all felt it needed some back support to sleep better. The crew was great, would fly AA
again internationally Pros: My seat placement and comfort were good Cons: Flight attendant prefabricated her duties as if it were a chore, and she was too good at this job, or she's been doing it for so long that she didn't like to provide service. Pros: last minute upgrade was nice, made sleeping much
nicer. food was good, flight uneventful, which is always a good thing. Cons: Some of the flight attendants had an attitude and we didn't very personable for others. I'm just doing their job and ticking off the boxes. One was very friendly, the other not so much. Pros: Overall good value for money for an
economy seat. The plane is of a newer make &amp; model with the latest facilities on board. The crew is friendly &amp; depart well on time. Cons: Exit seats on row 12 are NOT exit seats, although they are sold as such. They have regular legroom. Only the left shell seat has more legroom as the row
ahead in this place does not have 3 seats. Pros: Friendly crews Pros: Nothing Cons: I didn't do it there. Pros: Free wine and beer, but no food! Entertainment pretty good. Cons: No food even for sale and no internet Pros: Food and drink services were great.. friendly and accommodating Cons: Seats are a
bit uncomfortable for longer flights.. Pros: Organized, Pure Cons: Food ... Pizza... bad idea to serve during a flight. Moreover, the smell and taste were bad Benefits: Very attentive.. good service.. Cons: Seats to tight .. Pros: We got to our destination safely, and American gave us extra legroom seats.
Cons: The service was curt and there was only phone-based entertainment. Pros: The crew was great, the flight was very smooth, arrived early, planes clean, service was great. Cons: To be in first class, my seat didn't sit back so I couldn't sleep and sound to my entertainment center wasn't working Pros:
Excellent and original Japanese food Pros: The one flight attendant who realized how shitty of a situation they placed me in. Cons: American Airlines made me take all clothes out of the carry-on , took my brand new AWAY bags, and made me stuff my clothes and other belongings into 5 plastic bags. All
because they said my bag was illegal to fly on the plane (whether it was checked in or not). Turns out they didn't have to do it. What a crock. Pros: Good friendly service. Flights were to Pros: We arrived safely. We were late but arrived safely. Since we had to stay overnight along the way, along the way,
the service desk was very friendly and helpful. Cons: The crew was grumpy and very unhelpful Lots of mechanical delays Kept sure we would make our connections despite leaving late. In the end we had to change our route to have a chance to make it to our destination that day. Even that didn't work
though; we had to spend the night in Charlotte. Pros: Vegetarian meal was actually good! Cons: They didn't give me ice cream :( Cons: I arrived at HNL almost 2 hours before my flight. Check-in procedures at HNL were very poor. There were not enough operating machines to help passengers check in. In
fact, there seemed to be more non-functioning machines (than working ones that created a huge backlog of passengers. We then had to wait in another long line to get our bags checked and boarded. It was one of the worst situations I've seen in a very long time. Pros: we upgraded to economy plus seats
and it made all the difference - just having an extra 4-5 inches made the 11 hour flight that much more bearable than the trip to Madrid. Cons: At first it wasn't clear that the flight was operated by AA, but it's a failure for the British Airlines broker who sold the tickets. We almost missed the plane Cons: Cabin
crew seem frustrated and don't like the work Benefits: We made up time in the air and landed early. The seats were very comfortable. Cons: We landed early but had to wait half an hour to be able to get to an open gate. So when arriving at the gate the jet bridge was not available, so we wait for the plan for
an hour after touchdown. So during my luggage claim pick up I found it open and spilling out in the bin and it was the first time I used this suitcase. Overall, I don't think it was the airlines' fault, but the airports malfunction at LAX, but all of these things combined made it a less enjoyable flight/experience.
Pros: Nothing I couldn't take the flight Cons: They didn't let us board because the connection time wasn't enough for our bags - no one took responsibility and they finally rescheduled us on a plane the following day after 3 hours on the phone. Terrible Cons: The service was terrible. Uncomfortable and
good was not at all tasty Benefits: We hit a very bad bout of turbulence. They were concerned for our well-being and comfort throughout the flight. Pros: I liked that the flight attendant checked my bag for me land was very much forward coming up on tips on how to save money with travel. The fights we
very smoothly. Cons: I didn't like that airport staff didn't warn when the plane left (no notification was made and the staff gave incorrect information, I ended up Cons: Under 2 shuttle buses to transfer from AA to PAL. Pros: Excellent, friendly attention from Benefits: We had all the necessary conditions for
work, rest, sleep and eating. Service level has increased Cons: Cons: Pros: Movies, wine Cons: When checking in the staff was so incredibly rude, non-existent throughout the check-in process that it led to more people missing their flights or almost missing it. I had to run around asking for someone to help
the long line of people, including me, who were all in danger of missing their flight because no one was around to help. And so when I finally get checked in using now kiosk only option for plebeian class while someone over economy gets to talk to real people (way to highlight class divide guys) I missed my
check-in time by 5 minutes and was told by the kiosk to find an agent. Then I run around looking for an agent. I'm going to find one, and she says you didn't make it to your plane. I told her I still have 45 minutes to do it and she rudely just tells me to get in another line to pay for a new ticket. Luckily
someone in the priority line so I had a problem, a customer not an agent and she told me to try to talk to someone on her side. After 3 agents told me no one finally told me yes. I did my flight, but just by a hair. If the agents would have been around to help or been willing to help me from the moment I
spoke to them this wouldn't have been a problem. Thank you for almost ruining Christmas for me. When I spoke to others everyone told me that they always have problems with AA. Will never fly AA again. Pros: Decent film Cons: Seats are incredibly close to each other. I'm pretty short (5'5) and I felt
cramped to say the least. The food is not great, it's okay, but don't expect to be wanting second. Cons: We had bought the tickets months before the flight - It was Quantas, but we flew on American and Alaska- no one seemed to talk to each other - not a site had the complete itinerary. Took hours of phone
calls and a lot of anxiety before we finished the trip. I used my American airline frequent flyer card, and although we flew over 14,000 miles, we got credit for 500. Pros: The crew that showed up at the Departures counter when we all lined up to be reticketed for our flight that was cancelled the previous
night was great. Cons: Our brand new 787 had a mechanical problem. We were scheduled to leave at 7:20 am and sat on the tarmac until 10:45 am while we waited for shuttle buses to take us back to the terminal. We waited in line for over two hours for hotel vouchers which they didn't have. We paid for
our own room and returned at 11am as directed, but the plane needed a part to be sent from the US which pushed our scheduled departure from 14:00 to at least 2pm. My family grabbed a bus to Narita for a 6.30pm flight. C'MON US AIRLINES! COULD YOU SERIOUSLY NOT GET ANOTHER PLANE
TO HANEDA?? OR AT LEAST FOR OUR HOTEL?? The ground crew at Haneda was very friendly but overwhelmed. Horrible experience. And that's why I don't fly American. Actually booked KAYAK, I our our jal deliberately to avoid American. The fact that these were partner flights on American
completely and unpleasantly surprised me... also not a good experience. Pros: The staff were all quite polite and helpful Cons: the boarding process is chaotic. No one pays attention to boarding numbers, and it's just a big, pushing, shoved mess. I would like to see a little more use of the system to
keep.people more orderly. Cons: American Airlines is not as friendly or accommodating as other airlines or staff. Pros: Medical preparedness and support were excellent. Cons: No pre-boarding for infant. Straight legroom in 13D still had seat in front recline in my knees at 6'5. Extra legroom purchases did
not provide any extra legroom. Need to know which seats provide extra legroom for 6'5 tall passengers. Pros: They were very professional and very accommodating. Made my eleven hour flight feel short with the entertainment the airline provides and the delicious meals that were provided. Definitely will fly
again with American Airlines for my next flight. Cons: Can't complain. Happy. Cons: the flight did not have charging areas on the plane for phones for regular seating. also the seating was much tighter and our armrests didn't work. On all the flights that go to our destination the accommodation was very
different. Pros: Entertainment screens were easy to use and fun. The crew were extraordinarily nice and attentive. Cons: Boarded 2 hours late due to flight crew reaching the maximum number of hours they can fly by law. American should pay more attention to their employees' hours. Seats need better
head rests. The menu needs more vegetarian options and prices should be lower. Pros: Loved people, very friendly and welcoming. I sat in first class and felt very comfortable. Cons: I think needing your own device for entertainment is terrible so having to pay rental fees even if you're in first class. Cons:
Delay Pros: I had my own set of Cons: Fight back on time for once Pros: the crew and flight were good for the money I paid Cons: Spirit could have provided free water on such long flights as from Fort Lauderdale to LAX Pros: Get to my destination on time and safe! Cons: SEATS!!!! NOOOOO TV!!!! 5
hour flights should have some entertainment and there are no free snacks Benefits: Crew was great. Pros: I didn't like anything Cons: Flight attendants were very chatty throughout the flight, no free snacks or drinks, pilot was hard to understand with his thick accent, overall flight experience was terrible.
Cons: The flight landed in Florida. Flights stayed parked for over 20 minutes making me miss my connecting flight, no accomadtions or for this. Rude agents, cheap ticket, but everything else is very expensive. Never even heard of paying for a continue before this this Pros: The flight itself was uneventful.
Cons: I hate being nickeled-and-dimed to death. Having to pay for a carry-on bag on top of my checked luggage. In the end, Spirit Airlines is no cheaper than anyone else. If there had been any other direct flight available, I would have taken it. I hate having literally no legroom - my knees touched the seat
in front of me. And I'm missing. I hate having almost no tray table - impossible to put a drink or do anything. All in all, I will do everything in my power never to fly the Spirit again.. Pros: N/a Cons: Rude staff and wait 1 hour to leave the plane. Pros: Nothing Cons: Long lines. Cramped seats. Pros: Everything
Cons: Nothing Pros: What I liked the most was I had smooth sailing from booking to luggage pickup to seeing my miles posted in my account! Thank Spirit for soothing &amp; lifting my spirit Cons: It's sad to think that lugage would be $50.00 and you can't sleep on a 5 hour flight because the seats don't
recline. Cons: My seat was broken, and thus very uncomfortable. Pros: I came home and pretty much on time. The staff on the plane were friendly. Cons: Check-in on mobile was really difficult. Was forced to sign up for their mailing list. Then get into a loop and had to start over. Baggage fees are
exorbitant, so I signed up for their discount offer, which costs $50 and should give me a discount on my bags. Discount didn't happen and I had to pay full price anyway. Their weight allowance is 10 pounds smaller than other airlines, so I had to transfer a lot of things to my carry-on. Sneaky fees and nickel
and attenuation are such shoddy business practices. I will not fly the Spirit again if I can avoid it at all. Short-term gain results in long-term losses for Spirit given I am a very frequent traveler. Cons: Where should I start? This may be the most affordable flight you can find on the market, but they make up for
it. Be sure to print your own boarding pass because it's a $10 charge if you don't. If your luggage is even one lb over the weight, expect to pay $95. Need water on the plane? Pay. AirMall magazine? Nope. Lying chairs? Ridiculous. The influence of the staff is flat and cold. Don't bother trying to reason with
them, they could care less (especiallyCrea). If I could give zero stars on this review, I would not hesitate. I wouldn't wish my experience with Spirit on anyone. I'd rather forget about it all and get on with my life, but people have a right to know. Cons: Spirit Airlines is a rip off and I will never use them again.
They don't charge refundable carry on bag fees then tell you once you've bought you're allowed a personal item for free as long as its fits in carry on metal display. There is no difference between a carry on bag and a personal item. They use it to trick you into buying a carry on bag fee that you don't need.
Pros: Nothing. Nothing. No Communication Benefits: What I liked is that it was a quick flight. Cons: I don't like that almost everyone from the check-in stand at FLL airport we're all rude and extremely disorganized. There was this older man who looked like he had no idea what he was doing just kept
confusing and making people gathered, he kept making people go back and forth several times. I wanted to train them to be more organized. His words were I'm not always right, but I know what I do Pros: NOTHING Cons: Outrageous prices for checked bag, more than double what other airlines charge,
and they don't allow a backpack on board as a personal item fort a man, but they allow women to take giant purses as personal belongings. Ridiculous. Pros: That I know I will not use this airline again Cons: The over all service. Pros: Nothing Cons: Everything Cons: I like something about it. No space,
seats don't go back, no free water or coffee, no blanket, nothing you have to pay for luggage even if you take it on the plane. Will never choose you again. Too bad I have to fly back with you. Pros: The return flight was far better than going to Florida. Cons: Going to Atlanta Airport and then from Atlanta to
FLL was an experience that I haven't had with any of the air-lines companies. It needs to be improved. Cons: My first flight was delayed and caused me to miss my connecting flight. Customer service was very poor and couldn't get me a new flight out until the next night and the airline was determined that it
wasn't their fault and refused to compensate me for all the trouble they caused me. I've never been treated with more disrespect. If this review is ever sent or read, never fly the Spirit. Pros: Nonthing Cons: Charged $100.00 for 2 bags. Robbery on the highway. Pros: There's nothing good about spirit. They
sent a follow-up survey with a link to a blank page, that's how little they care about customers. Cons: Ff you fly with only a personal item fare is a little bit less. If you have a bag, you waste your money on this airline they charge for carry ons, and extra if they are overweight (very extra). The seats ate like
seats on a city bus, fine for a block or two, painful after two hours. They charge an arm and a leg for everything, a reserved seat is $14 (otherwise you get a random seat), a resume at the gate is $100, ($48 if you, but in advance). Even water is $3, Pros: Flights relative to time Cons: upcharge for everything
(they charge for WATER, printing boarding passes, and carry-ons) unfriendly staff buggy website Pros: Nothing Cons: I didn't like anything about this airline Pros: Nothing Cons: Everything about this airline is bad. They rope you in by you get financial tickets and then rip you off by charging $55 for each
pice of luggage including carry-on!!! The seats are the most and tight, there is no recline. I felt like cargo.. Every drink and snack costs money, they even charge for water! They're packing people in like a bunch. It's terrible. Will never fly this airline again and will tell my friends and family not to. Pros:
Unfortunately, I wasn't aware of Spirits' business model, or I would have been better prepared – the relatively well priced flight I got for my child and I was made up for by having to pay over $100 for 2 CARRY bags (that's right... Not checked, but continue size bags!! Low number of employees had lines
everywhere and chaotic check-in do to majority surprised by bag fees! Seats don't recline - no entertainment screens very low budget. The advertising campaign is cute and makes no frills look hip, but very tough cross country flight for us. Pros: The planes were new aND in good shape Cons: The lines for
checking luggage were so long. The seats on the flight don't recline and are super squished. No TV, no free food, and all luggage costs money to take. Would be okay for a really short flight. Pros: Nothing! Cons: Everthing! Pros: I've taken Spirit on different ocassion and every time I do it's a disappointing
ride. Cons: I had to buy my tickets on various affirmations and they wouldn't accommodate my sitting next to my kids. They sat 5F&amp;5E and my ticket was 27 all the way in the back. I tried to request to upgrade but they were not helpful in moving me up anywhere closer to my 2 children. It was, to put it
mildly, very disappointing. Pros: The price was good compared to other options. Cons: NO SPACE!!! My knees touched the chair in front of me and I'm only 5'11. Chairs don't sit back. Jammed in like a sardine in a can. Most uncomfortable cross-country flight I've ever had. Cons: Who charges for even
carry-on baggage???? No real food on the menu, you can't get anything but snacks no matter what you pay. Seats are uncomfortable etc. I didn't enjoy it at all... Pros: Go for Florida Cons: No recliners hard to sleep Pros: Cheap fare Cons: No TV on a 5.5 hour flight to LA, no wifi, seats don't sit back, and
you have to pay $55 for a carry on Cons: You don't tell the customer that they have to pay for luggage even a carry on cost extra 55.00 plus If you want to sit next to your passport angers you travel with its extra chargers to choose your seats.. Add that when booking flights Benefits: The crew was nice,
friendly. They moved a pregnant couple from my row to somewhere more comfortable, which left my row empty, and I was able to fix which was much better than the uncomfortable seats with almost no legroom. The landing felt very smooth. Cons: The line to check was the super long so long that crew
members kept passing through calls to passengers on the next flights to speed up the check of their luggage. I will never fly with bags on this airline again. The seats are very cramped. There is no legroom and the chairs do not recline. Everything is an extra charge, even snacks. There are no
entertainment options on board unless you count the sudoku puzzles that print at the bottom of your boarding pass. I would use this airline again only for short trips without bags only bc their prices are cheap. Pros: Nothing at all Cons: The whole experience Pros: The cost of upgrading to a larger seat was
reasonable, but someone who randomly chooses that seat for $10 sat next to me. Cons: The lines to check a bag moved extremely slowly. The price of checking a bag was extremely high. And boarding the plane was very disorganized, and the flight attendants did little to keep the line moving. Pros: Ticket
ended up being $100 more Cons: You had to pay for everything. I coughed and really needed water and it was $6 trip was delayed over an hour with several gate changes and then once on the plane took forever to take off. Seats were terribly very small and very uncomfortable Pros: Price Cons: Flight was
delayed. Seats were too small and crowded. The phone cannot be used. No snacks. Confusion with printing boarding pass. Expensive to check out a small duffel/sports bag. Security checks were in dispute! Pros: No staff rude they didn't know wat foreveg Cons: Flight delayed going and coming back! The
one coming back arrived almos 2 hours late on slap! Thougtbit was a cheap flight, but then they charge you to continue! So it really cost 300 bucks the flight! For this price must be purchased with American airlinesnor jet blue better sits for samenprice and on leat honest airlines! Complete ripp off! Necer
spirit again Pros: Nothing Cons: All seats don't sit back. They charge for everything, including water.. Kr. Over $100 to bring my little carry on. I hate this airline. Have you ever been on a plane where seats don't sit back??? Insane. Pros: Absolutely nothing. Cons: How would you not tell me it costs to bring
a carry on and charge me $50 at the airport? So stick me on a 5 and a half hour flight which left an hour late and didn't give me anything to drink or anything or snack on the whole flight?! AND doesn't have a reclining seat so I can be semi-comfortable. Also I am a taller person, so the seat in front of me
was jabbing in my knees all the time. The staff were young rude and sloppy on board the plane. Spirit is terrible! Spend a little more money and fly another airline. Pros: 1) my flight from FLL to LAX was $114 2) flight attendants were very fun during safety review Cons: 1) they charge $50 for a carry of 2)
they charge $50 for a checked bag and the weight limit is only 40 pounds. It's $25 more if you go over that 3) you pay for everything including water. Pros: They are the best to be the worst! Cons: The canceled connection connection and the offered no opportunity to fix it. Pros: Crew, boarding, Cons: seats
were uncomfortable No blankets or pillows or movies Pros: I like how nice the staff was and entertaining. Cons: The seat is a bit small... Small...
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